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Ph.D. thesis of Carlos Albiñana is targeted to medicinal chemistry, more specifically to the field of
antivirotics development. Goal of the thesis is the preparation of novel oseltamivir and tamiphosphor
derivatives for different purposes: either to improve potencies toward drug-resistant mutations, to explore
the binding mode of ligands to the specific enzyme cavity and finally to prepare probes for different kinds
of biochemical assays. In general, each of these objectives were successful and, despite some (expectable)
limitations observed within the synthesis, a potential inhibitors and novel biochemical tools were prepared
and submitted to further evaluation. In certain subprojetcs, the thesis also contains biological/biochemical
data of the synthetized compounds.
The range of submited thesis is 182 pages. The text is standardly divided to individual chapters. The
review part is devoted to influenza virus and its behavior within the cell from the molecular biology point of
view, followed by the description of properties and mode of action of oseltamivir and tamiphoshpor
including the most convenient synthetic approaches to these drugs. Finally, author provides a brief
description of the screening assays typically used for evaluation of potential antivirotics. In my opinion, the
number of information summarized in the review part is optimal; it allows for good orientation in the field
and the corresponding information are adopted from relevant literature sources.
The Results and discussion part summarizes outcomes from individual subprojects. In the case of
oseltamivir C-3 modifiaction, author managed to synthetize the set of novel derivatives based on either
Hudlický or Shi´s approach, however the aziridine opening with different alcohols revealed a significant
limitation. In the latter, the use of functionalized alcohols allowed to expand the number of C-3 analogues
by further modification of the ring-opening products using different types of reactions. The oseltamivir C-5
modification was also successful and the set of 1,2,3-triazol derivatives was prepared. Finally, the
oseltamivir C-1 modification was performed to obtain tamiphosphor with the free or esterified phosphonic
functionality. Information from the evaluation of these derivatives have been successfully used in the next
part devoted to the preparation of novel probes for biochemical assays. Herein, author modularly
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synthetized the probe for DIANA assay conatining the previously introduced VX-787 inhibitor. The key
intermediate was obtained by the combination of four independently synthetized synthons. Finally, the
rational design, synthesis and linker optimization was performed for the probe consisted of inhibitor L742,001 and biotin.
From the formal point of view, the thesis is carefuly written and contains only negligible amount of
mistakes and shortcomings (e.g. page 6: lysinie; Scheme 16: confusing numbers 44 and 46 in the footnote;
page 41: photoexitable; ref. 96 is incorrectly presented). On the other hand, in the experimental section I
would really appreciate to use numbers of compounds for better orientation.
Overall, the quantity of summarized results clearly show that author has been working on his goal
with the real engagement. The thesis contains valuable and original results applicable for further research
in the field of novel antivirotics. In the case of AlphaScreen assay, author already claims the use of
developed probe in the screening and successful identification of novel PA endonuclease ligands. This
points to the practical applicability of results and successful interdisciplinary collaboration. Last but not
least, some of his results results were published in three impacted journals and author claims that further
manuscripts have been already submitted or their finalization is in progress. Undoubtedly, author proved
his creative competences in the field of organic synthesis. For all of these reasons, I do recommend his
thesis to enter the defence procedure.
Specific comments and topics for discussion:

1) In the case of mutation leading to oseltamivit resistence, author reports that the structural change
of active site and loss of hydrophobic pocket is responsible for the resistance. For this reason, he
decided to switch from pent-3-yl to more polar substituents. Is there known a detailed structure of
mutated active site (e.g. by co-crystal with zanamivir) to enable more rational design of analogues
with potential inhibition of the resistant strains?
2) Can you explain the selection of alcohols for the C-3 modification (page 48)? Although some of
them contain polar groups, their overal polarity is rather medium. There is definitely a number of
more polar alcohols available. Is there any rational design or specific structural requirement? In this
regard, please comment also the selection of alcohols on the page 51.
3) A majority of final products (e.g. 67, 74, etc.) are aliphatic amines prepared from the corresponding
Boc-protected versions using TFA cleavage. For this reason, I would expect these compounds to be
isolated as trifluoroacetates, not free bases. Please comment on this.
4) Please explain the selection of building blocks to synthetize compounds 95/97, 100/101 and
102/103. What is the expected role of carboxylic groups or ethylene-oxy chain? Can you somehow
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explain (e.g. taking the structure of active site in account) the huge difference in Ki´s of 97 and 101?
Furthermore, the C-5 ligand should be considerably basic but in my opinion, the basicity of 97 with
amino acid-like NH2 is moderate (compared to primary amine or guanidine scaffold). Can you
comment on this?
5) On the page 77, author reports on the subproject devoted to inhibitor-containing polymer. But the
description of this part is very poor, without mentioning of what kind of polymer-support should be
used, how the inhibitor should be attached, how the resin-bound inhibitor will be transfered
through the membrane etc. I´d suggest to either provide more detailed information or not to
mention this subproject in the thesis. If possible, please provide at least some details during the
defence.

In Olomouc 20. 9. 2018
………………………………….…………………
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